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Abstract
Data centers of today are increasing in size and are built to accommodate strong
tra�c demands while providing sustainably by having clients sharing resources un-
der one roof. Their massive scale puts pressure on the server network topology and
has incited a need for data transmission links that are energy e�cient and capable
of operation at high bit rates with reach up to a few kilometers. Optical intercon-
nects (OIs) o�er large bandwidth and low attenuation at long distances, and are
therefore suitable for this task. The most commonly used OIs, with 850 nm GaAs-
based vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) and multi-mode �ber (MMF),
have a 25 Gb/s reach that is limited to a few hundred meters. However, the �ber
chromatic dispersion and attenuation that limit the OI reach can be reduced signif-
icantly by increasing the wavelength of this very same technology. The upper limit
of the GaAs-based VCSEL technology, with strained InGaAs quantum wells (QWs),
is about 1100 nm.

With further improved OI performance, new hyperscale data center topologies
can be realized and explored. This will lead to a larger number of possible solutions
in tra�c engineering as well as for power management. 1060 nm VCSELs could soon
open up for lane rates of 100+ Gb/s over distances up to 2 km and help reach the
Tb/s link speed aim of data center OI standards, in which capacity is built up mainly
by employing multiple parallel lanes, increasing symbol rate by going from binary
to four-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-4), and optimizing with electrical
mitigation techniques such as digital signal processing.

In this work we show that 1060 nm GaAs VCSELs are suitable light sources for
long-reach OIs by �rst demonstrating their overall stable performance and capability
of error-free data transmission up to 50 Gb/s back-to-back and 25 Gb/s over 1 km
of MMF. With PAM-4, we show 100 Gb/s error-free capability over 100 m of MMF,
suitable for wavelength division multiplexed OIs that can transmit data at several
wavelengths from 850 to 1060 nm over the same �ber channel. We also assemble
single-mode 1060 nm VCSEL and single-mode �ber links and demonstrate 50 Gb/s
error-free transmission over 1 km using pre-emphasis and 40 Gb/s over 2 km with-
out the use of any electrical mitigation techniques. These results stem from careful
VCSEL design, including strained InGaAs QWs with GaAsP barriers, doped AlGaAs
distributed Bragg re�ectors, a short optical cavity and multiple oxide layers. In ad-
dition, we show that the fabrication of such a device poses no increase in complexity
and can be realized using standard processing techniques.

Keywords: vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser, optical interconnect, chromatic dis-

persion, attenuation, reach, high-speed modulation, single-mode, multi-mode
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Data centers are a base component of Internet infrastructure used for stor-
age, computation and access to data. There is a wide variation in size and
complexity of data centers, a simpler one is a small server room and highly
advanced is a high-performance computing (HPC) system. These last decades,
digital growth has been accommodated by rapid expansion of the number of
data centers, many privately owned and maintained. This has led to excessive
redundancy in the network, with underutilization of servers and low energy
e�ciency. With an approximate lifespan of 5 years, many data centers are
operating with outdated technology that is in need of update and put high
demand on maintenance, thereby causing neglect and costly downtime [1�3].
The massive global tra�c consumption and the development of cloud comput-
ing now move workload away from small, privately managed, data centers and
increase the demand for larger data centers [1, 2, 4�6]. These data centers are
often referred to as mega, warehouse, exascale or hyperscale data centers and
at the end of 2015 there were 259 located around the world, hosting 21% of all
data center servers, 39% of all processing power, 49% of all stored data and
34% of all tra�c recorded from all data centers [7].

The number of hyperscale data centers is planned to grow to 485 by 2020 [7],
seen in Fig. 1.1. The environmental impact caused by data centers due to en-
ergy consumption and emission of green house gases has risen a large public
interest in green cooling and power [1�4], and the incentive to optimize uti-
lization and cut energy costs is high for mega data center operators [1, 2, 8].
Many projects are therefore employing new network topologies, virtualization,
tra�c engineering, power management and renewable energy access as ways
to improve energy e�ciency and develop into green data centers [1�4, 8]. The
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Hyperscale data center growth from 2015 to 2020 [7].

aim is to decrease power consumption, increase utilization and control thermal
behavior [1] and �ber optics is a key enabler to advance data center technology
towards this goal [3].

1.1 Architecture of a Hyperscale Data Center

Hundreds of thousands of servers form the basis of a hyperscale data center.
The servers are stacked in racks of about 40 to 80 units, in which they are
interconnected via a switch, either Top of Rack or Middle of Rack. Many
rack switches are then connected using additional layers of network switches.
A hyperscale data center demands careful consideration when building the
topology of the switch network. In addition to network throughput, latency,
congestion and packet loss [1, 3], the upscaled topology also needs to sup-
port a large inter-node communication bandwidth (BW), so that applications
can exchange information with remote nodes when needed to then be able
to proceed with their local computation. For this purpose, topologies such
as the fat-tree was proposed [9], illustrated in Fig. 1.2, and it is designed to
spread outgoing tra�c from any given instance as evenly as possible among
the core switches. The fat-tree topology has been used in large data centers
due to its large bisectional BW, economical scalability and backward compat-
ibility [3�5, 8, 9], as well as its fault tolerance and energy e�ciency, with low
power consumption and heat dissipation compared to a typical, strongly hier-
archical design [3]. However, as server performance is improved and the data
centers grow larger, the scalability of this topology becomes limited by the

2



1.2. DATA CENTER INTERCONNECTS

Figure 1.2: Simpli�ed view of a 3-level fat-tree topology. Packets from source 10.0.1.2

to destination 10.2.0.3 take the dashed path [9]. The core layer of switches is on top

and it communicates via an aggregation layer of switches to reach any edge switch.

large amount of interconnections, as well as di�culty to minimize total cable
length, thereby revealing a need for interconnects operating at higher bit rates
and longer reach.

1.2 Data Center Interconnects

Compared to electrical transmission, optical interconnects (OIs) can provide
high data rates with large BW, there is little attenuation and since there is no
crosstalk or any electromagnetic interference, optical �bers can easily be bun-
dled [10, 11]. OIs are widely employed in HPCs and hyperscale data centers
for rack-to-rack and intra-rack communication. The commonly used standard
for short reach communication Ethernet, governs local area networks based
on electrical and optical links. In 2010, cloud providers adopted Ethernet
servers supporting 10 Gb/s lane rates, today hyperscale servers have moved
to 25 Gb/s, and they are on their way to move to 50 Gb/s. The advantages of
using optical communication puts incentive into developing OIs with shorter
reach (<5 m) for which electrical standards are typically used [12], and it
has enticed research to extend optical operation to connector backplanes and
switches. Moving the optical/electrical interface in closer proximity to the elec-
tronic chips, or even reducing the number of interfaces, could signi�cantly re-
duce power consumption as well as communication latency [3, 5], while smaller
form factors would help to avoid being limited by frontpanel congestion.

3



1. INTRODUCTION

Todays most common OIs use 850 nm vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs) with multi-mode �ber (MMF) [5]. Commercialized 850 nm OIs
can provide 25 Gb/s lane rate up to at least 100 m [12], but if the reach
exceeds this limit the OIs su�ers greatly from �ber chromatic dispersion and
attenuation. Since transmission distance in MMF becomes limited at higher
data rates, the OI capacity is further increased by employing parallel lanes
to achieve high aggregate link speeds. The Ethernet Roadmap for MMF,
in Fig. 1.3, shows that in 2010, 10 Gb/s lanes were integrated to form the
40GBASE-SR4 and 100GBASE-SR10 link standards that reach 150 m, while
parallel 25 Gb/s lanes build up to 400 Gb/s aggregate capacity using 16 �ber
pairs of 100 m length [13]. The increase in data rate has thereby decreased
the link reach length. However, with 100 m link reach, future standards are
aiming beyond 400 Gb/s and will be in the Tb/s range, see Fig. 1.4. A
possible solution, following up on highly parallel speeds with 100 Gb/s lanes,
is 1.6 Tb/s [12, 14, 15]. The high lane rate of 100 Gb/s is realized by using
the improved base speed of 50 GBaud, seen at 2018 in Fig. 1.3, together with
higher order modulation, in this case four-level pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM-4) instead of binary two-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM-2),
which provides double the amount of bits per symbol.

In addition to making use of aggregated multiple parallel lanes and higher
order modulation, such as PAM-4, throughput of OIs also bene�t from the
employment of higher BW �ber such as the move to the �ber standard OM4
(Fig. 1.3), reducing the VCSEL spectral width, adding equalization to the
optical transmitter and receiver to compensate the e�ective BW of the chan-
nel, using forward error correction (FEC) to compensate for received errors,
other types of digital signal processing (DSP), and/or operating at multi-
ple wavelengths in the same �ber, known as wavelength-division multiplexing
(WDM) [16].

With limited reach, 850 nm VCSEL and MMF OIs have been pinpointed
a signi�cant bottleneck [6, 17] and hyperscale data centers require a minimum
�ber reach of about 500 m [18], and up to 2 km [12]. However, by extending
the wavelength of the GaAs-based VCSEL it is possible to drastically reduce
the e�ects of chromatic dispersion and attenuation in the MMF and meet the
requirement for longer reach. Further improvements can be made by introduc-
ing VCSELs with narrow spectral width to experience less dispersion in MMF
or to use in combination with single-mode �ber (SMF). The purpose of this
work is to investigate the potential of increasing the operating wavelength of
the standard OI, and demonstrate the 1060 nm VCSEL as a light source for
high modulation speeds over longer distances. With 1060 nm VCSELs, lane
rates of up to 100 Gb/s over �ber up to 2 km are of high interest that could
serve to further develop OI standards.
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Figure 1.3: MMF Ethernet Roadmap 2016 [13].

Figure 1.4: Ethernet Roadmap for link speed 2019 [15].
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Chapter 2

Optical Interconnect Technologies

The OI transmits and receives data in the optical domain and provides an
electrical interface that can connect to electrical equipment such as servers and
switches of a data center. The typical VCSEL-based OI transmitter consists of
a driver and a VCSEL, as in Fig. 2.1a, and the receiver of a photodetector and
an ampli�er, in Fig. 2.1b. The driver directly modulates the VCSEL and the
output is passed on to an optical �ber, which is then received by the detector
and converted back to an electrical signal that is ampli�ed to su�cient levels
before entering a demodulator.

Any physical channel has limited BW, adds noise to the signal, and causes
other impairments, for instance due to non-linearities of the components. How-

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: The optical channel of a VCSEL-based OI. Input data is applied to

the driver that modulates the VCSEL and the resulting optical signal is coupled to

the �ber. On the receiver end, a photodetector converts the optical signal back to

electrical and the data is then ampli�ed and passed along.

7



2. OPTICAL INTERCONNECT TECHNOLOGIES

ever, in relative terms, the optical communication channel provides broad BW
transmission with low attenuation, while being light weight and having low
material cost. In addition, optical �ber is immune to electromagnetic interfer-
ence, it is electrically insulated, and it provides security of information [19].
OIs enable the high parallelism used in the Ethernet standard. Data centers
require bundable cables and transmission with low energy consumption and
good thermal properties [1]. As covered in Section 1.1, the interconnects in
hyperscale data centers also need to transmit at high bit rates over distances
up to 2 km [12], and small size and low cost transceivers are highly desirable.

The alternatives and possible combinations of light source and �ber of an OI
is application dependent. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) can be used in short-
range communication systems and have reach over silica �ber in the km range.
However, the transmission rate is severely limited and with achievable bit rates
in the range of kb/s - Mb/s, they are most often used for local-area-network
applications. There is a growing interest in automotive industry to use LEDs
together with plastic optical �ber (POF), having bene�ts of low production and
installation cost. High attenuation in POF, makes it most suitable for short
distances, in the order of m. For very long distances, sub-Atlantic or inter-
city, the light source most often used is the distributed feedback (DFB) laser,
operating at wavelengths of 1310 or 1550 nm. For conventional silica �ber,
these are the respective wavelengths where the e�ects of chromatic dispersion
and attenuation are very small and together with external modulators and
ampli�ers, system reach can be up to thousands of km. In hyperscale data
center short-reach communication, the need for external modulation and/or
ampli�cation is a drawback for many reasons, taking space, drawing power,
adding heat, and being costly, to name a few. Even when directly modulating a
DFB laser, changing its drive voltage or current to turn it to on and o�-states,
the energy e�ciency is low compared to a VCSEL.

The VCSEL, introduced in Section 2.2, is often considered the ideal light
source for OIs, mainly because its design provides a high quality circular beam
and possibility for high speed modulation. VCSELs are low-cost devices that
can be directly modulated with high power e�ciency, and they better allow
for fabrication in volume and test-on-wafer. However, it's becoming more
and more important to design the VCSEL for high reliability and tempera-
ture stability. The VCSEL emission wavelength depends on the semiconduc-
tor material system it is based upon. 1310 and 1550 nm VCSELs based on
InP compounds su�er from higher current densities for su�cient gain due to
high levels of non-radiative recombination in the active region materials [20].
A small refractive index contrast also makes it more di�cult to design mir-
rors with high enough re�ectivity at these wavelengths. The 850 nm VCSELs
used in short-reach communication standards are GaAs-based. Close to lattice
matched AlxGa1−xAs compounds are used in the mirrors and the gain wave-
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length can be extended to about 1.1 µm using InxGa1−xAs quantum wells
(QWs), without compromising reliability [21].

In most data centers, OM3 and OM4 MMF dominate OIs. However, OM5
is expected to replace OM4 in newly built data centers. These MMF standards
di�er in e�ective modal BW, the OM3 has above 2 GHz·km at 850 nm for
laser launch, OM4 has a higher requirement of over 4.7 GHz·km at the same
wavelength, while OM5 also has the requirement of 4.7 GHz·km at 850 nm,
but with the additional requirement of at least 2.47 GHz·km at 953 nm. At
the speci�ed wavelengths, the optimized index pro�le guarantees very low
di�erential mode delay and thereby low intermodal dispersion. This makes
OM5 a better option for WDM systems that include longer wavelengths, and
it has been shown that the BW of OM5 is su�cient for high-speed transmission
(100 Gb/s PAM-4) over 100 m at wavelengths from 850 nm all the way up to
1060 nm (Paper F).

OM3 and OM4 have core diameters of 50 µm, which supports the propa-
gation of multiple transverse modes, as further discussed in Section 2.1. OM5
is available with both 50 and 30 µm diameter cores. The reduced core size
still allows for multiple modes, only fewer. The new 30 µm core types of �ber,
sometimes referred to as universal �ber (UF), has emerged as an alternative
enabling data centers to lay down only one type of �ber, compatible with
both multi-mode (MM) and single-mode (SM) transceivers. The UF has a
large enough core size to couple all light from a MM transmitter with relaxed
enough alignment tolerance, while having a mode �eld diameter (MFD) of the
fundamental mode small enough to match the MFD of a standard SMF [22],
which typically has a core diameter of 9 µm.

SMF requires a SM light source but is exempt from mode related impair-
ments such as modal dispersion or mode partition noise (MPN) and can carry
transmission over even longer distances. SMF is therefore used to increase
data center link reach when necessary. The commonly used MMF is more
expensive per unit length than standard SMF but better �ber coupling prop-
erties has made them more cost e�cient for shorter distances and thus heavily
used in data centers [23]. As data centers have grown larger, one needs also to
account for the increased number of connectors and links needed with MMF
for higher bit rates and extended reach. The most cost-e�ective solution will
depend more on data center architecture and future BW requirements.

2.1 Fiber Propagation

Many of the advantageous properties of OIs are established by the optical �ber.
Fibers are often drawn from silica, which is a low cost and light-weight material
that has good transmission over a wide range of wavelengths, low losses caused
by absorption or scattering, and high resistance to both mechanical and optical
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: Core size, refractive index pro�le, mode propagation and temporal in-

put/output of a) step-index MMF, b) graded-index MMF, and c) SMF.

damage. The structure of the �ber can be very simple, with a single core having
a higher refractive index than its surrounding cladding, relying on total internal
re�ection to guide light along its length. [24]

With large enough core diameter and refractive index step, the �ber sup-
ports several transverse modes, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.2a. A �ber mode
is supported if the angle at which light is launched into the �ber satis�es both
the condition that it must be small enough for the propagating mode to meet
the core-cladding interface at an angle that satis�es the condition for total
internal re�ection, and so that the distance between re�ections inside the �ber
allows the �eld of the propagating wave to repeat itself, and thereby maintain
the same transverse distribution and polarization along the length of the �ber.
A MMF supports many propagation paths, and lower order modes propagate
faster than higher order modes. With longer �ber length the impact of modal
dispersion becomes signi�cant and it is important to design the �ber in such
a way, that it minimizes the spread in propagation between di�erent modes.
By introducing a graded index core, as in Fig. 2.2b, light will instead follow
sinusoidal paths down the �ber which helps reduce modal dispersion. It is
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Figure 2.3: MMF chromatic dispersion and attenuation versus wavelength [27].

common for the cores of graded-index �bers to follow a power-law index pro-
�le (α pro�le) and optimize for low di�erential mode delay with regards to
�ber material and propagation wavelength [23]. The index pro�le can also
be designed with an α that varies across the �ber cross-section, and dips and
peaks can be used. In Fig. 2.2c, the illustration shows that SMF only supports
propagation of the fundamental mode due to its relatively small core size. [24]

Chromatic dispersion and attenuation also limit the reach of �ber transmis-
sion and are currently the main constraints of 850 nm OIs [6, 17]. Increasing
the operating wavelength reduces these e�ects. The attenuation in standard
silica �ber is 2 dB/km at 850 nm, 1 dB/km at 1060 nm, and 0.2 dB/km at
1550 nm [25]. MMF usually has less than half of the attenuation and only a
third of the chromatic dispersion at 1060 nm compared to 850 nm [26], as seen
in Fig. 2.3. However, the wavelength is restricted by the light source of the OI,
and the GaAs technology limits the VCSEL wavelength to about 1.1 µm [21].

Fiber chromatic dispersion temporally broadens propagating modes due to
the wavelength dependency of the refractive index. The extent of pulse broad-
ening depends on the material and the waveguiding, as well as the spectral
width and shape of the input pulse. An estimation to determine if a link will
be limited by �ber dispersion, D with unit ps/(km·nm), under the assumption
of linear broadening and a Gaussian input pulse with narrow spectral width
∆λ, is

BL|D|∆λ < 1. (2.1)
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Thus, for equal launch conditions, with the same initial pulse at the same
bit rate, B, the �ber dispersion parameter sets a direct limitation on the
allowed transmission distance, L, before bits largely overlap and intersym-
bol interference (ISI) becomes signi�cant at the receiver end. For SM VC-
SELs, chromatic dispersion becomes more prominent than for MM VCSELs,
for which also modal dispersion and MPN plays part, due to the larger relative
broadening.

Noticeable for SM VCSELs under direct modulation are small �uctua-
tions in optical frequency when transitioning between modulation levels, chirp,
which adds to the broadening of the pulse. External modulators can produce
almost chirp free pulses. One method of reducing the e�ects of chromatic
dispersion in intensity modulation (IM)/direct detection (DD) links, is to use
dispersion-shifted �ber, in which the �ber dispersion parameter is designed to
minimize e�ective dispersion for a certain �ber length and wavelength. Opti-
mization of �ber dispersion with regards to VCSEL chirp is further discussed
in Section 3.2.

2.2 Oxide-Con�ned GaAs VCSELs

The VCSEL is a semiconductor laser in which the cavity and the propaga-
tion of photons is oriented vertically to the plane of the layers that provide
optical gain, as shown in Fig. 2.4a. Due to this geometry, the VCSEL has
transverse symmetry and a circularly shaped optical beam. In contrast to an
edge-emitting laser (EEL), seen in Fig. 2.4b, the reversed dimensions of the
VCSEL, with the short cavity and less restricted lateral size, separates the
longitudinal modes and may increase the number of transverse modes. Di�er-
ently sized VCSELs can be designed with more �exibility and a larger device
aperture will result in a more powerful MM VCSEL with a more divergent
beam. The vertical geometry also enables on-wafer testing and fabrication of
2D-arrays. [28]

In a VCSEL, the length of material that provides gain inside the cavity is
very short. The radiation from stimulated emission is only ampli�ed during
a limited part of a cavity round trip. To increase the stimulated emission
rate and achieve lasing, multiple quantum wells (MQW) are introduced in the
active region. The QWs provide higher gain for equal carrier density compared
to bulk material [28]. The mirrors on either side of the active region also need
to be highly re�ective so that photons will pass several times through the
active region before leaving the laser. The semiconductor distributed Bragg
re�ector (DBR) relies on re�ection and transmission of light at interfaces of
two di�erent materials having two di�erent refractive indices, a mirror pair.
Each layer, being a quarter wavelength thick, re�ects light at the interfaces
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Geometry and optical output direction relative to the orientation of the

active region of a) the VCSEL, emitting vertically with a circular beam, and b) the

EEL, emitting light along the plane of the layers with an elliptic beam.

that add in phase. These mirror pairs can be stacked and designed to provide
power re�ectance values close to 100%. About 20 mirror pairs are needed to
obtain the required minimum re�ectivity of 99.8%. The VCSEL structure is
almost in its entirety constituted by the two DBRs. This makes the DBR stack
important for the performance of the device. Low strain DBR designs can be
realized using AlxGa1−xAs compounds, since the lattice constant of GaAs is
very close to that of AlAs. [29]

The many passes of every single photon through the active region of the
VCSEL lead to a low threshold current. As for any type of semiconductor
laser, the performance of a VCSEL is temperature dependent. The emission
wavelength is determined by the cavity resonance wavelength rather than the
wavelength of the peak of the gain spectrum, as opposed to a Fabry-Pérot type
of EEL. The gain peak is determined by the material composition and layer
thicknesses of the QWs in the active region. The performance of the device
depends on the spectral alignment (detuning) between gain peak and cavity
resonance, which changes with temperature. [28]

The DBRs con�ne the light in the longitudinal direction of the VCSEL and
an oxide-aperture is used for transverse optical and current con�nement, which
is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The oxidized layer has a lower refractive index than
the non-oxidized layer in the center of the structure. The resulting index-
guiding provides transverse optical con�nement and determines the number
of transverse modes. By reducing the oxide aperture size, the higher order
modes can be cut-o� and SM behavior can be achieved. The oxide aperture
can be formed during fabrication with less complexity than other alternatives
for transverse con�nement. [28]
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Figure 2.5: Oxide-con�ned VCSEL.

Further discussion on VCSEL dynamics is presented in the next chapter,
Chapter 3, and high-speed VCSEL design is presented in Chaper 4.
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Chapter 3

VCSEL Dynamics

VCSELs are key components for OIs in data centers. In the OI, the intensity
of the VCSEL is directly modulated by voltage or current which is repeatedly
switched between states, representing logical ones and zeros. For high data
rates, the VCSEL must be designed to handle very abrupt transitions. The
dynamic properties of the VCSEL are governed by the close coupling between
carrier and photon densities through stimulated emission. The response to an
abrupt change in current is that of a second-order system, with the output
power of the VCSEL approaching the new level with a certain rise or fall time
while undergoing a damped oscillation, referred to as relaxation oscillation.
The rise and fall times and the strength and duration of the oscillation are
parameters of great importance for data transfer.

By careful VCSEL design, the OI BW-distance product can be increased.
Analysis of the small signal dynamics reveals relations between the modulation
response and physical VCSEL design parameters. In extension, the VCSEL
large signal dynamics indicate which parameters are limiting transmission per-
formance, in the case that the signal impairments are not dominated by VCSEL
or system noise.

3.1 Small Signal Dynamics

The following analysis and related equations are derived from [28].
Insight into the dynamics and speed limitations of VCSELs can be gained

by considering the SM rate equations, i.e. assuming a single dominant trans-
verse mode:
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dN

dt
=
ηiI

qVa
−
(
AN +BN2 + CN3

)
− vgGS, (3.1)

dS

dt
= ΓvgGS −

S

τp
+ ΓβBN2, (3.2)

where N is the excess carrier density in the active region, ηi the internal
quantum e�ciency, I the current, q the elementary charge, Va the active region
volume, A the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination coe�cient , B the radiative
recombination coe�cient, C the Auger recombination coe�cient, vg is the
group velocity, G the active region gain per unit length, S the photon density
in the cavity, Γ the longitudinal con�nement factor, τp the photon lifetime,
and β the fraction of the spontaneous emission that goes into the lasing mode.

The SM rate equations are also applicable to the analysis of the dynamics of
index guided MM VCSELs with highly overlapping optical �elds and uniform
carrier and photon densities. Gain compression is accounted for by writing the
optical gain as:

G =
G0

1 + εS
, (3.3)

where G0 is the unsaturated gain and ε is the gain compression factor.
The following small-signal modulation transfer function can be derived

from the SM rate equations by assuming a small modulation current superim-
posed on a bias current and small changes of the densities from steady state
values:

H(f) = const · f2r

f2r − f2 + j f2πγ
, (3.4)

with

fr ≈
1

2π

√
vgg0S

τp (1 + εS)
, (3.5)

where g0 is the nominal di�erential gain (dG0/dN), and:

γ ≈ Kf2r + γ0, with K = 4π2

[
τp +

ε

vgg0

]
, (3.6)

where the resonance frequency fr and the damping factor γ are characteristic
parameters of the modulation response. γ0 is the damping o�set and K is
referred to as the K-factor. The relaxation frequency that is limiting the
modulation BW is close to the resonance frequency. High di�erential gain,
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high photon density and short photon lifetime give a high resonance frequency.
A high di�erential gain is obtained by strained QWs and proper detuning. The
photon density and photon lifetime are largely controlled by the re�ectivity
of the outcoupling DBR. In order to quantify the rate at which the resonance
frequency increases with increasing bias current, the D-factor is introduced:

fr = D ·
√
Ib − Ith, with D =

1

2π

√
ηiΓvg
qVa

· g0, (3.7)

where Ib is the bias current and Ith the threshold current.
The small-signal modulation response can be measured to get an indication

of the high-speed performance of the VCSEL. Estimations of the resonance fre-
quency, the damping rate, and the K- and D-factors can then be extracted
by a three-parameter �t of the transfer function stated in Eq. 3.4, when mul-
tiplied with a transfer function to also account for the e�ects of parasitics
(resistances and capacitances). The modulation BW f3dB , is de�ned as the
frequency where the response in Eq. 3.4 has dropped to half (-3 dB) of its low-
frequency value. The modulation BW is limited by either parasitics, thermal
e�ects or damping, or a combination thereof. [30]

Damping �attens the modulation response and increases with photon den-
sity, and is also increased by gain compression. Gain compression is caused
by gain being reduced at high photon densities because of spectral hole burn-
ing and hot carrier e�ects in the gain region. Spectral hole burning is due to
carrier depletion at energy levels involved in the stimulated emission process.
Below a few GHz, signal distortion is dominated by spatial hole burning, while
non-linear e�ects of the relaxation oscillation distort the signal at higher fre-
quencies. Maximum distortion occurs at the relaxation oscillation frequency
and is strongly related to damping. [31]

Thermal e�ects limit the BW by reducing di�erential gain and increasing
leakage current from the MQWs at high internal VCSEL temperatures. Self-
heating with current in a VCSEL is typically dominated by resistive heating
in the DBRs and internal optical loss due to free-carrier absorption. [32] The
main parasitic elements of an oxide-con�ned VCSEL are the resistances in the
DBRs and the capacitance associated with charge stored over the oxide layer.
An additional capacitance comes from the capacitance under the bond pad,
but this can be made much smaller than the oxide capacitance. [33, 34]

SM and MM VCSELs, with emission spectra shown in Fig. 3.1, di�er in
their dynamic behavior. The SM device has strong non-linear gain suppres-
sion, due to higher photon density in the center of the device and strong
lateral carrier di�usion, and therefore the modulation relaxation oscillations
are more damped. VCSELs can be made SM by reducing the oxide aperture
size. Small oxide aperture con�nes current to a small volume, which lowers the
threshold current but causes increased di�erential resistance, leading to more
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Representative spectra for a a) SM VCSEL, and a b) MM VCSEL.

self-heating that results in lower maximum output power. If the tip of the
oxide aperture is placed where the optical �eld is low, the optical con�nement
is reduced, the mode size increases, and the beam divergence is reduced [35].
The oxide layer can then be made thicker to reduce capacitance. A tapering
of the tip can be used for less di�raction loss. The transverse modes of a
MM VCSEL are distinguished by their di�erent spatial intensity distributions
and resonance wavelengths. A strongly guided cavity increases the number of
supported modes and the modes compete for available carriers in the QWs.
The individual intensity distributions of the modes make them overlap dif-
ferently with carrier density in the QWs and give them di�erent modal gain.
The modes also experience di�erent loss due to their di�erent extension in
the lateral direction. Modes that overlap less with each other have a higher
probability to coexist. At higher currents, thermal lensing will squeeze modes
together and increase the number of supported modes. Spatial hole burning
locally depletes carriers in the QWs, and when carrier drift and di�usion are
not enough to replenish the depleted region, other modes may become sup-
ported. There are many ways to intentionally change the modal loss or gain
and/or use transverse guiding to select lasing modes.

3.2 Large Signal Dynamics

The nonlinear properties of the VCSEL complicate the large signal dynamic
response. The optical output depends strongly on the amplitude and frequency
of the input signal and resonant and modal distortion can be signi�cant. Nu-
merical simulations derived from the rate equations can be used to model the
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highly complex waveforms in order to analyze VCSEL large signal dynam-
ics [36].

Under large signal modulation, such as when a bit sequence is transmitted,
the VCSEL operation is switched between states by altering the drive current
or voltage. In this work, a set bias current has been chosen as an operating
point to which the signal is applied as a voltage swing, of �xed amplitude and
frequency, the latter corresponding to the symbol rate. The optical output
of the VCSEL is transmitted and then a receiver converts the bits back to
electrical voltage levels. The received signal can be captured in time domain
and sampled on top of itself to create an illustrative compilation, where the
pattern formed represents all possible level transitions, referred to as an eye
diagram. Eye diagrams are used to evaluate signal quality and discover system
impairments.

3.2.1 Transients

Even with an ideal step input drive signal, the resulting large signal response
would experience a certain rise time, overshoot, ringing, and fall time, seen
in the illustration of an eye diagram in Fig. 3.2a. The rise and fall times, tr
and tf respectively, are de�ned as the time it takes for the signal to increase
or decrease between the 10% and 90% signal levels. There is an overshoot on
symbol transitions, followed by ringing that eventually settles down, unless
the bit rate is fast enough for a consecutive bit symbol to interfere with a new
transition, e�ectively causing ISI. ISI can be observed to close the eyes both
vertically and horizontally, thereby respectively acting as a power and a timing
penalty. Reduced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) widens the signal voltage levels,
and wider eye crossings are a sign of timing jitter, illustrated in Fig. 3.2b.

The rise and fall times and the strength and duration of the oscillation are
parameters of great importance for data transmission, a�ecting the maximum
achievable bit rate. High-speed modulation requires short rise and fall times,
e.g. high modulation BW, and a su�ciently damped modulation response for
the oscillation to settle before the next bit slot to avoid excessive timing jitter.
The presence of a strong resonance peak causes an overshoot on symbol transi-
tions, which can be detrimental especially for multilevel data transmission. It
is common to bias and drive the VCSEL so that the o�-state current is always
above the threshold current, to improve the turn-on behavior and introduce
less overshoot and ringing [37]. This also reduces frequency chirp, discussed
in the next section, which can be of high importance for SM VCSELs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Eye diagrams illustrating c) overshoot, ringing, and rise and fall time,

and b) timing jitter and amplitude noise, for two-level modulation.

3.2.2 Chirp

As the VCSEL undergoes direct current modulation, the photon density varies,
and momentary changes in the carrier population induce �uctuations in the
refractive index of the active region. This gives rise to variations in the laser
frequency (or wavelength) that broaden the VCSEL spectral width. For SM
VCSEL OIs, in which the relative e�ects of chirp can be signi�cant, this leads to
either pulse broadening or compression along a dispersive �ber. The amount of
chirp can be quanti�ed by the unitless chirp parameter C that, for a Gaussian
pulse, is estimated from the product of the temporal duration (T0) and the
spectral width (∆ω0) at 1/e intensity points, according to

T0 ·∆ω0 =
√

1 + C2. (3.8)

The chirp parameter can therefore be estimated from measurements of the
time-bandwidth product of a short optical pulse from a VCSEL.

When propagating over �ber, the laser chirp and the �ber dispersion will
both contribute to additional distortion of the pulse. Under the assumption of
Gaussian pulse propagation, and neglecting higher order dispersion, the ratio
between the 1/e intensity pulse widths after (T1) and before (T0) propagation
through a �ber of length L, is given by the broadening factor [38]

T1
T0

=

√(
1 +

Cβ2L

T 2
0

)2

+

(
β2L

T 2
0

)2

, (3.9)

where β2 is the group velocity dispersion coe�cient, which is related to the
�ber dispersion parameter D with unit ps/(nm·km), de�ned by the inverse
group velocity (vg) variation with wavelength as
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D =
d

dλ

(
1

vg

)
= −2πc

λ2
β2, (3.10)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and λ is the propagation wavelength.
Opposite signs of the chirp parameter and β2 in Eq. 3.9, leads to an initial

pulse compression followed by pulse broadening. This combination of laser and
�ber, therefore result in a minimum pulse width at a certain �ber distance.
Dispersion-shifted �ber can be designed to have a speci�c amount of dispersion
at a given operating wavelength. Thus, the e�ect of chromatic dispersion can
be minimized by employing �ber with dispersion that is optimized to the
VCSEL chirp for a minimum pulse width occurring at the distance equal to
the length of the �ber.

For a non-ideal pulse, undergoing transitions between modulation levels,
the momentary chirp induced frequency shifts can vary in magnitude and
direction between the beginning and the end of a transition and together with
�ber dispersion cause rise and fall times to either increase or decrease [39].
This was observed and analyzed for a 1 km and 2 km SM link in Paper C.

3.3 Noise

The performance of a system is given by receiver sensitivity, which is the
amount of optical power needed to operate below a speci�c bit error ratio
(BER). The performance depends on system SNR, which is de�ned in the
electrical domain and is measured as the ratio between average detector pho-
tocurrent and the total root mean square noise current. In IM/DD systems,
the electrical power is proportional to the square of the optical power and if
thermal noise dominates, the BER will improve with increased optical power.
However, other sources of noise could be limiting system performance, creat-
ing a BER �oor. The primary sources of noise in a VCSEL, that limit the
bit rate, are spontaneous emission and MPN, quanti�ed as relative intensity
noise (RIN) [40]. Intensity noise thereby dominates VCSEL noise limitations
imposed on short reach communication systems. VCSEL phase noise becomes
of importance in systems that require highly SM sources, such as some sensing
applications.

3.3.1 Amplitude Noise

The most fundamental noise sources that contribute to intensity noise in an
IM/DD system, and that are independent of �ber, are shot noise, thermal
noise and RIN. The shot noise is caused by randomness associated to time in-
tervals between photon absorption and electron-hole generation processes, and
thereby adds noise both to the optical signal and to the receiver dark current.
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The receiver also adds thermal noise, although the thermal noise level does
not increase with signal power such as the shot noise does. RIN originates in
the laser. Small amounts of spontaneous emission coupling into lasing modes
and randomness associated to carrier generation and recombination processes
give rise to RIN. RIN is reduced with current because of the increasing pho-
ton density in the active region. It also depends on frequency and at a given
bias current it peaks at the VCSEL resonance frequency. Mode competition
that gives rise to MPN can increase low frequency RIN of MM VCSELs, since
the lasing transverse modes continuously compete for gain in the active re-
gion, thereby causing the intensity distribution to randomly �uctuate among
the di�erent transverse modes. In transmission, �ber chromatic and modal
dispersion, as well as mode selective coupling, enhances the e�ects of VCSEL
MPN and overall RIN [41, 42]. For SM VCSELs, not disturbed by optical
feedback, low frequency RIN is low and its peak levels can decrease to reach
the shot noise limit as current bias is increased. A more damped VCSEL, also
exhibits lower level of RIN (Paper D).

RIN quanti�es laser intensity �uctuations as a measure of the optical power
variations (∆P (f)) relative to the average optical power level (P0). The optical
power �uctuations will generate a noise current (∆I) in the receiver circuit.
Hence,

RIN(f) =
〈∆P (f)2〉

P 2
0

=
〈∆I(f)2〉
(< · P0)2

, (3.11)

where < is the receiver responsivity. RIN is measured with respect to a �nite
BW optical system and is given in dB/Hz. The total system noise is recorded
as well as the contributions of shot noise and thermal noise of the receiver
circuit. The RIN can then be calculated from the measured electrical noise
power spectral densities as [43]

RIN(f) =
σtot(f)− σth(f)

(< · P0)2 ·RL
− σshot, (3.12)

where σtot(f), σth(f) are the measured, frequency dependent, total and ther-
mal noise powers, RL is the receiver load resistance, and σshot is the shot noise
de�ned as

σshot = 2q<P0 ·∆f, (3.13)

where q is the elementary charge and ∆f is the receiver BW. An estimation
of the thermal noise level, not accounting for frequency dependencies, can also
be calculated from

σth =
4kBT

RL
·∆f, (3.14)
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where kB and T are respectively, the Boltzmann constant and the temperature.

3.3.2 Phase Noise

For VCSELs of narrow spectral width, line broadening caused by phase noise
can be of relevance. Systems that require spectral purity or coherence are
often limited by the phase noise of the source [44]. With the assumption
of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode being the source of noise, the
linewidth ∆ν of the lasing mode can be calculated from the modi�ed Schawlow-
Townes formula [45]

(∆ν)ST =
Rsp

4πNp
, (3.15)

where Rsp is the rate of spontaneously emitted photons into the mode and Np
is the photon number in the mode. When also accounting for the amplitude-
phase coupling that broadens the linewidth of semiconductor lasers, through
the α-parameter (or linewidth enhancement factor) [46], Eq. 3.15 becomes

∆ν =
Rsp

4πNp
·
(
1 + α2

)
. (3.16)

Expressed in terms of VCSEL parameters, Eq. 3.16 is converted to [28]

∆ν =
(Γvggth)

2
η0

4πP0
nsp

hc

λ
·
(
1 + α2

)
. (3.17)

This equation contains the optical con�nement factor Γ, the group velocity vg,
the threshold gain gth, the optical outcoupling e�ciency η0, the optical output
power P0, the population inversion factor nsp, and the photon energy hc/λ.
The resulting linewidth of a VCSEL depends on intrinsic VCSEL parameters
and can be estimated from complex models that include both optical �eld and
gain simulations.

Due to the inverse power dependence of the linewidth in Eq. 3.17, the
linewidth-power product ∆ν · P0 is often used to characterize VCSEL phase
noise, a bene�t being that the linewidth-power product is critically dependent
on the α-parameter. The α-parameter relates the change in refractive index
with carrier density to the change in gain with carrier density as in [46]

α = −4π

λ

dn/dN

dg/dN
, (3.18)

where λ is the wavelength, n the refractive index, g the gain per unit length,
and N the carrier density.
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Chapter 4

VCSEL Design and Fabrication

The VCSELs that are presented in this work (Papers A - F) have been de-
signed for 1060 nm to enable high speed and extended reach, as motivated in
Chapter 1, by utilizing the improved �ber properties at longer wavelengths,
discussed in Section 2.1, while maintaining the bene�ts of GaAs technology,
in Section 2.2.

Design and fabrication of 1060 nm VCSELs is barely established in com-
parison to 850 nm technology. However, high-speed VCSEL design principles,
connecting back to VCSEL dynamics (Chapter 3), are the same at longer
wavelengths, which o�ers �exibility with the possibility of extended use of bi-
nary materials since GaAs is non-absorbing at 1060 nm. The design of the
active region needs to include strain compensation for the higher In-content,
but 1060 nm VCSELs can achieve higher energy e�ciency and temperature
stability compared to 850 nm devices. The QWs are deeper, which lowers the
leakage currents, especially at higher temperatures. The bandgap is reduced,
and it is possible to use lower drive voltages. [28, 47]

4.1 1060 nm VCSELs

We have developed two 1060 nm high-speed designs, referred to as D1 and
D2, derived from our previous 850 nm designs [48] and [49], respectively. In
each design, the epitaxial structure is composed of approximately 400 semi-
conductor layers with varying thickness, composition and doping. These layers
mainly form the active region and the surrounding DBRs, including the oxide
layers. The device structure, shown in Fig. 4.1, is a p-side up top-emitting
circular double mesa structure encapsulated in benzocyclobutene (BCB). The
top mesa de�nes the size of the oxide apertures and minimizing the diame-
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4. VCSEL DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Figure 4.1: Cross sectional view of a 1060 nm oxide-con�ned GaAs VCSEL structure,

showing the top and bottom mesa, active region, oxide apertures, contact placement

and BCB planarization.

ter of the top mesa and planarizing the structure with BCB helps to reduce
capacitance.

In the active region, the very core of the VCSEL, there are three InxGa1−xAs
QWs. The strain in the MQW provides high di�erential gain, which promotes
high speed [47, 50]. There are strain-compensating GaAsyP1−y barriers be-
tween the QWs to reduce the net strain of the active region. Devices containing
In in the QWs have also been shown to have good reliability [21]. The designs
all use a short half-wavelength cavity to maximize the �eld intensity over the
MQW and promote high speed [50]. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2a and 4.2b.

The DBRs on either side of the active region consists of low index AlxGa1−xAs
and high index GaAs layers. The refractive index di�erence must be large be-
tween the two mirror pair materials to achieve as high re�ectivity as possible.
To then avoid abrupt potential discontinuities in the DBRs that add resistance
to the current injection in the longitudinal direction, the material composition
is graded at the interfaces, using continuous grading in the p-DBR and step-
grading in the n-DBR. The electrical conductivity is also improved by modu-
lation doping. High doping levels can have a large impact on optical �eld loss,
since photons are absorbed by free-carrier absorption [32]. Modulation doping
is used to keep doping levels low in areas where the optical �eld intensity is
high, thereby minimizing internal optical loss, and still be able to have very
thin, highly doped regions close to the interfaces, where the intensity of the
optical �eld is low, to gain the bene�ts of reducing the e�ective barrier height.
AlAs is used as the low index material in the bottom part of the n-DBR to
improve thermal impedance. [29]

The emission wavelength of the VCSEL is determined by the cavity res-
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4.1. 1060 NM VCSELS

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Refractive index and optical intensity in the longitudinal direction close

to the active region of the VCSEL for Design a) D1, and b) D2. The p- and n-doped

DBRs are indicated, as well as the positions of the oxide aperture layers (grey bars).

onance and the wavelength of the gain peak is determined by the material
composition and layer thickness of the QWs. The gain peak shifts with tem-
perature a few times faster than the cavity resonance [33, 51]. The increasing
misalignment at high current and temperature leads to a saturation of output
power. The gain peak is therefore set at a shorter wavelength than the cavity
resonance, 1045 nm compared to 1060 nm. The threshold current is highly de-
pendent on the detuning of the cavity resonance and gain peak. The VCSEL
design can be optimized for either low threshold current and high power at
a speci�c ambient temperature, or more temperature independent threshold
current and output power.

Transverse optical and current con�nement is achieved by two primary
oxide apertures positioned on the p-side at optical �eld nodes. Four secondary
oxide layers further reduce capacitance over the structure. D1 has oxide layers
that are 30 nm thick, while the thinner oxide layers of D2 are 20 nm thick
and all placed one mirror pair closer to the active region, see Fig. 4.2. Thin
oxides placed at �eld nodes result in weak optical guiding [52]. D2 therefore
has lower beam divergence and reduced spectral width, which is bene�cial for
long distance transmission [35]. With the primary oxide apertures closer to
the active region, transverse carrier con�nement improves, which facilitates
SM operation.
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4. VCSEL DESIGN AND FABRICATION

4.2 Fabrication

The fabrication of the 1060 nm VCSELs was performed in a controlled environ-
ment, a cleanroom facility, where contamination from environmental pollutants
is limited, interfering UV radiation is �ltered out, and the air temperature and
humidity are stable. Throughout the fabrication, the samples were also thor-
oughly cleaned with solvents to reduce the e�ects of surface contamination.

Only standard processing techniques are required and there is no increase
in complexity compared to fabrication of 850 nm VCSELs. The process lithog-
raphy is relatively insensitive to resolution, requiring µm precision, and was
achieved solely by UV photolithography.

The epitaxial growth was done by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) on an undoped GaAs substrate at IQE Europe. Once the epitaxial
material is obtained, it is cleaned and prepared by lithography and an oxide
strip (HCl wet etch) for deposition of Ti/Pt/Au p-contact rings and alignment
marks using electron beam evaporation, see Fig. 4.3a. A SixNy cap is deposited
by sputtering to protect the GaAs surface in the center of the p-contacts,
de�ned by lithography and NF3 inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) reactive
ion etching (RIE), before the top mesa is etched by SiCl4 ICP-RIE, seen in
Fig. 4.3b. A second layer of SixNy is deposited, this time by plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), and removed from the mesa sidewall
by NF3 ICP-RIE after patterning by lithography. Oxide apertures are then
formed by subjecting the sample to wet oxidation at high temperature, as in
Fig. 4.3c. Al-rich DBR layers will oxidize at faster rate with increasing Al-
content. The oxide aperture sizes are controlled by infrared microscopy and
the protective SixNy layers are etched away by NF3 ICP-RIE.

A fourth lithography step de�nes the shape of the n-contacts and the sur-
face oxide is again stripped before metal deposition. The electron beam evap-
orated Ni/Ge/Au n-contacts are annealed in a rapid thermal processor (RTP).
The annealing temperature is ramped slowly and is kept below the temper-
ature of the previous wet oxidation. Contact anneal can introduce strain in
the VCSEL structure, but it improves the ohmic properties of the contacts.
The bottom mesa is formed by lithography and SiCl4 ICP-RIE, see Fig. 4.3d.
Transfer length method (or transmission line model) (TLM) test structures on
the wafer can now be used to determine the quality of the contact formation.

SixNy is deposited in a thin layer across the surface by PECVD. BCB
is then spin-coated onto the sample, exposed, developed and hard cured in
an oven. Fig. 4.3e shows the approximate shape of the thick BCB before
planarization begins. Multiple lithography steps with various masks are used
to �rst reduce the peak BCB thickness, then open up for the n-contacts and
the p-contacts and �nally removing the remaining SixNy at the surface. The
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.3: The process steps for fabrication of 1060 nm high-speed VCSELs include

a) deposition of p-contacts, b) protective SixNy deposition and top mesa etching,

c) SixNy masking and oxide aperture formation, d) SixNy removal, deposition of n-

contacts and bottom mesa etching, e) SixNy deposition and spin-coating of BCB, and

f) BCB planarization, opening of the top mesa surface and contacts, and deposition

of contact pads.
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4. VCSEL DESIGN AND FABRICATION

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Top view of a) an array of VCSELs, and b) a single fabricated 1060 nm

VCSEL.

BCB has an etch rate similar to that of the resist in O2/CF4 ICP-RIE. As
BCB planarization is complete, Ti/Au contact pads are sputtered on top, see
Fig. 4.3f, preceded by lithography and an oxide strip. The �nal processing
�ne-tunes the top DBR re�ectivity by thinning a GaAs phase tuning layer at
the top of the DBR [30] by Ar ion milling.

An array of �nished devices is depicted in Fig. 4.4a, and a closer top view
of the fabricated VCSEL is seen in Fig. 4.4b. The large contact pads simplify
probing with ground-signal-ground probes. The 15 µm diameter top mesa of
the VCSEL is indicated by the p-contact circle in the center of the image.
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Chapter 5

Link Optimization and Throughput

Improvement

Increasing the BW-distance product of OIs is a key factor for continued data
center growth. Throughput can quickly be scaled by using multiple parallel
lanes, higher order modulation, and WDM. Short-reach links can also exploit
other forms of modulation or multiplexing, as well as various electrical sig-
nal processing strategies to maintain increasing data rates, although available
methods are more limited than those used in long-haul systems, due to power,
cost and latency constraints in the data centers. Further link improvements
can be made by not only choosing the individually best performing OI com-
ponents, but also optimizing the conditions for their joint operation.

Each component should provide high BW with low loss and low levels of
noise, while being highly linear and reliable. Increasing component BWs can
yield signi�cant overall link improvement, as in the case of moving from OM2
and OM3 to OM4 and OM5 MMF standards, previously shown in Fig. 1.3 and
further discussed in Chapter 2. VCSEL modulation BW dominates link BW
and the nonlinear electrical to optical conversion of the VCSEL also presents a
signi�cant link impairment. Therefore, the dynamics of the VCSEL, presented
in Chapter 3, is of high importance for overall link performance. Because of the
bias dependence of the VCSEL's dynamic behavior, the driver is best designed
in conjunction with the VCSEL, tuning both the bias point and the voltage
swing. At high data rates, the optical power levels need to be optimized for
minimizing the nonlinearity. Employing DSP techniques in the transmitter
and/or receiver, can help relax BW constraints imposed by the components
and maximize the data rate for the available BW.
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5.1 VCSEL and Fiber Interaction

The combined VCSEL and �ber performance is of high importance for link
optimization. Primarily, the VCSEL wavelength and �ber composition deter-
mine the amount of �ber attenuation and chromatic dispersion, which a�ects
the SNR directly and through induced ISI. In MM OIs, modal dispersion arises
as relative delays between the �ber modes excited by the VCSEL modes, due
to the di�erent optical paths they take in the �ber, as determined by the alpha-
pro�le of the MMF. Changes in MMF mode delays can produce advantageous
or detrimental e�ects to the channel BW. The performance of VCSEL-based
OIs is also limited by penalties from VCSEL noise that increase with both
�ber coupling and transmission. SM VCSEL OIs are exempt from MPN and
�ber modal dispersion but are instead more vulnerable to optical feedback,
and to the e�ects of chirp.

5.1.1 Single-Mode and Multimode VCSELs and Fibers

Standard 850 nm MM OIs su�er from numerous penalties. In addition to
the limiting �ber chromatic dispersion and attenuation at this wavelength,
impairments include RIN (including MPN), selective mode coupling and modal
dispersion that all a�ect the receiver sensitivity. MPN is dependent on optical
power and when MPN becomes the dominant noise penalty in a channel, its
e�ect on the SNR degradation cannot be mitigated by simply increasing the
transmitted power. For some MM OIs, the MPN penalty is a limiting noise
factor for realizing longer reach [53].

The MM VCSELs of MM OIs have the bene�t of being more tolerant
to optical feedback. Alignment is also much helped by the large �ber core
diameter, which has been a cost bene�t for MM OIs [23]. MM VCSELs can
often be relatively large in size and therefore have a higher power budget that
better allows for an increased number of modulation levels. However, a tradeo�
with the larger VCSEL size is that it is also often accompanied by increased
energy consumption and reduced modulation BW.

Under special coupling conditions the propagation reach in MMF can be
dramatically increased [54]. Exciting a limited number of �ber modes reduces
the resulting modal dispersion and increases MMF BW. Selective excitation
can be realized by launch with an SMF [55]. One can also use VCSELs with
fewer transverse modes and thereby excite fewer �ber modes, which has been
shown to enable longer transmission distances in MMF, while still retaining
the ease of connectorization of MMF [56�58]. The narrower spectral width of
a SM VCSEL further improves �ber propagation and enables higher bit rates
over longer distances. Compared to MM VCSELs, SM VCSELs do not su�er
from mode competition and therefore MPN associated to the VCSEL modes
is mitigated. SM lasers are, however, more susceptible to RIN enhancement
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due to optical feedback [59] and depending on the launch conditions, higher
order �ber modes can still be excited. Proper mode-size conversion when
coupling from the VCSEL to the �ber, can make sure SM optical signals are
e�ciently transmitted along standard graded-index MMF, without any loss
of performance compared to using standard SMF [60]. The required MMF
tolerances needed to achieve high e�ciency SM transmission are no tighter
than that for standard SMF coupling and no mode conversion in the MMF
occurs [60].

SMF only supports propagation of the fundamental mode and SM OIs are
therefore free from all mode induced penalties. Today SMF is used only where
longer reach is required and MM OIs have long been considered the most
cost e�ective solution, even though SMF is less expensive per unit length. As
the bit rate and transmission distance requirements continue to increase, and
form factors become a limiting factor, SM OIs might become the sole solution.
Before that happens, few-mode UF might provide �exible OI solutions.

5.1.2 VCSEL-to-Fiber Coupling

High coupling e�ciency is important to achieve high SNR. Coupling between
the VCSEL and �ber introduces loss but also determines how the VCSEL
modes will couple into the modes of the �ber. The number of excited modes
and the power distribution between the modes is going to in�uence the impulse
response of the �ber. Optical feedback re�ecting back into the VCSEL could
also lead to RIN enhancement, especially for SM VCSELs. Transmission reach
at a given bit rate can therefore be increased for both SMF and MMF links,
by optimization of the launch conditions.

MM OIs have a relatively relaxed alignment requirement between the VC-
SEL and the large core (50 µm diameter) �ber. Under current modulation,
the intensity is distributed unequally between the VCSEL modes and di�erent
launch conditions can excite di�erent groups of modes in the �ber, giving rise
to unpredictable performance of the MMF. Therefore, it is important to couple
as many VCSEL lasing modes as possible into the �ber to avoid signal dis-
tortion [61�63]. Re�ective feedback can be mitigated by aligning the VCSEL
output at an angle to the �ber end. Fig. 5.1a shows the measured coupling
e�ciency as a function of misalignment between a 1060 nm MM VCSEL and
an MMF. The coupling e�ciency is above 70% for up to ±10 µm misalignment
with respect to the center of the �ber core. Using the same MMF with a SM
VCSEL, in Fig. 5.1b, the alignment tolerance is seen to improve.

With MM VCSELs, this over�lled launch is frequently used to excite most
of the mode groups in the MMF. Using a short SMF for launch into an MMF
will provide a small launching spot that can be radially o�set from the MMF
core center, giving an enhancement in the �ber BW, even though several modes
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Coupling e�ciency versus VCSEL-MMF alignment o�set. A short (1 m)

OM4 MMF with tilted �ber tip was used to measure the lens coupled power in

the �ber from a MM 1060 nm VCSEL with varying o�set to the center of the core

(position (0,0)). for a) a MM VCSEL, and b) a SM VCSEL.

are excited [55]. This is called o�set launch and excites only a subset of all
propagating modes of the MMF, which reduces spread in group delays. Higher
order mode groups contain more modes than the lower order ones, therefore
a majority of the modes can still be excited. Center launch excites very few
modes, mainly the the lowest order mode, so that modal dispersion is almost
eliminated, assuming that the launch generates a Gaussian near-�eld injection
spot.

SM VCSELs can be used in combination with MMF to further reduce the
impact of �ber modal and chromatic dispersion limits the OI BW-distance
product. The SM VCSEL has a less divergent output beam which improves
coupling e�ciency. However, SM VCSELs are more sensitive to optical feed-
back [61�63]. A larger tilt angle to the MMF can also cause higher order
modes to be excited. SM VCSELs can be used to reduce the impact of �ber
modal dispersion through selective launch into speci�c modes groups of the
MMF [55, 64]. By proper mode-size conversion, matching the size of the SM
VCSEL's Gaussian mode �eld distribution to that of the lowest-order mode in
the MMF, only the fundamental mode will be excited in the �ber, as with the
SMF launch.

Coupling from a SM VCSEL to SMF is performed in the same fashion as
for the MM OI, tilting the �ber end to reduce optical feedback and optimizing
the mode-size conversion. Fig. 5.2a and 5.2b shows transmission eye diagrams
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.2: Eye diagrams for 40 Gb/s transmission over 100 m MMF with close to

matched mode-size conversion for a) a MM VCSEL, and b) a SM VCSEL, and with

smaller VCSEL mode �eld diameter than for the �ber for c) a MM VCSEL, and d)

a SM VCSEL.

for close to matched mode-size conversion between the VCSEL and the MMF,
and Fig. 5.2c and 5.2d shows the impaired eyes for when the VCSEL spot size
near-�eld, projected on the �ber tip, is smaller than the mode-�eld diameter
of the �ber. However, the smaller core diameter reduces the SM VCSEL-SMF
alignment tolerance, as shown in Paper C.

5.2 Modulation

Which modulation format to use is a trade-o� between having high spectral
e�ciency, good sensitivity and low complexity. For an IM/DD system, the
available signal space is limited by the fact that only positive values of mod-
ulation levels are allowed, due to the nature of the VCSEL requiring positive
bias. Data center OIs are also limited in the amount of equalization or FEC
that can be used, and therefore most often turn to simple modulation for-
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Eye diagrams for a) duobinary, and b) PAM-4 transmission.

mats, designed for high symbol rates. If electronic mitigation techniques for
data center OIs were to drastically improve, optimization of more advanced
modulation formats for improved sensitivity in IM/DD systems could be con-
sidered. Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) and partial-response duobinary
(PRD) are modulation formats of low complexity suitable for high-speed OIs,
among which PAM is by far the most popular. 40 Gb/s duobinary and 80 Gb/s
PAM-4 eye diagrams are shown in Fig 5.3. Pulse position modulation also has
relatively low complexity and is commonly used in wireless infrared commu-
nications due to its power e�ciency [65], but is associated with a spectral
e�ciency too low for data center OIs.

During data transmission, the length of the bit sequence can determine the
spectral content of the signal. A very long stream of bits will have a higher
probability of having several equal symbols in a row, and thus will contain more
low frequency components than a shorter bit stream. When characterizing an
OI, a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) pattern is often used to emulate
the data, and the word length should be representative to the application.
A short word length of 27 − 1 is often used with the motivation that data
communication links typically use short codes [66]. Increasing the word length
can give rise to a signi�cant power penalty for the OI. In Paper B we showed
how an increase of the word length to 215 − 1 introduced a 1 dB penalty to a
MM OI, but we saw little deterioration with further increase to 231−1 symbols.

5.2.1 Pulse Amplitude Modulation

PAM is the simplest modulation format applicable for IM/DD systems, such
as short-range data center OIs. On-o� keying (OOK) is a special case of
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PAM, referred to as PAM-2, where the two intensity modulation levels each
represent one bit. If the optical modulation amplitude is large enough, higher
order modulation formats can be used to increase the transmission bit rates.
To improve BW limited VCSEL-based links, various higher order modulation
formats have been investigated. An attractive higher order modulation format
is PAM-4, with each of the four intensity levels representing two bits, due to
low complexity and power consumption. For data centers, the 50 Gb/s lane
rate uses PAM-4 since this enables the use of 850 nm MM VCSELs already in
production.

As the number of modulation levels increase, as in PAM-4, the spectral
e�ciency increases. The increased spectral e�ciency would primarily enable
squeezing more data into the limited electrical BW, without increasing the
number of lasers, detectors, and drivers. For a �xed bit rate, the required BW
of M -level PAM is reduced by a factor of log2(M), compared to OOK [67].
With higher order modulation more optical power is required at the receiver
in order to achieve the same BER as OOK. Because of the relaxed BW re-
quirements on components, multilevel PAM can be useful in extending the
transmission distance, and has been shown to increase the transmission dis-
tance in SMF [67].

The possibilities of implementation, advantages and drawbacks of PAM ap-
plications in MMF and VCSEL based links were studied in [68�70]. One of the
advantages of PAM is the simplicity of implementation. For link testing pur-
poses, PAM-4 can be generated by combining two clock aligned decorrelated
binary data streams, where one of the streams must be half of the amplitude
of the other. However, re�ections in the power combiners in this setup will
degrade the generated signal quality, and precise signal phase control and am-
plitude is also required. A much better way to generate a PAM-4 or possibly
PAM-8 signal is to use a dedicated circuit, such as an 8-bit digital to analog
converter. Experimental BER measurements with PAM-4 signals can be done
in real time using a standard error analyzer designed for OOK. The decision
thresholds have to be set between the levels of PAM-4 and the error analyzer
has to be programmed with a binary pattern corresponding to transitions of
the given PAM decision thresholds. If the measured BER is low, it can be
assumed that only symbol errors between neighboring levels occur and the
calculation of the resulting BER can be greatly simpli�ed.

The increased number of modulation levels of PAM-4 requires higher SNR
to achieve error-free data transmission, which can be derived from observing
eye diagrams of higher order modulation PAM signals. An increased number
of levels naturally reduces the RIN level that can be tolerated. The presence
of a strong VCSEL resonance peak also has a signi�cant e�ect, as it causes
an overshoot on symbol transitions, which can be more detrimental for mul-
tilevel data transmission. PAM-4 is therefore often used in combination with
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electrical mitigation techniques, presented in the next section.

5.3 Electrical Mitigation Techniques

Power penalties due to ISI caused by the limited BW and nonlinear response of
the VCSEL, the �ber modal and chromatic dispersion, and the limited receiver
BW, can be detrimental for OIs. Heavy use of equalization, pulse shaping,
FEC and/or other forms of DSP, are used to mitigate ISI impairments. This
leads to increased complexity, latency, and power consumption. The driver
and receiver integrated circuits are the biggest consumers of power in a VC-
SEL OI. Therefore, extended reach OIs would bene�t greatly from improving
both VCSEL design (with increased modulation BW, reduced parasitics and
improved thermal properties) and �ber performance, to enable system imple-
mentations with simple modulation formats and a minimum use of electrical
mitigation techniques. Implementation of analog electronic equalization for
short-reach data center OIs is a possibility [71, 72], and electronic equalization
is also being used in active copper cable to increase the transmission distance
and reduce cost [73].

A straightforward way of compensating for the ISI induced power penalty is
to add equalization. Feed-forward equalizers (FFE) are commonly used linear
equalizers that can be either analog or implemented digitally. FFEs consist of a
�nite impulse response structure with �lter taps that are weighted to compen-
sate for the channel distortion [74, 75]. The tap weights are tuned adaptively to
the channel by using a known training signal to match the output to the input
signal by a least mean-squares algorithm [76]. The tap spacing either corre-
sponds to the symbol period, or to some fraction of the symbol period and the
number of taps of the equalizer is an indication of the cost of implementing the
system since it relates to the complexity in analog circuitry required [77, 77].
Equalization can be added at the transmitter and/or receiver, in the form of
pre-emphasis or post-compensation, helping to relax BW constraints. A draw-
back of using equalizers is that they enhance the system noise while correcting
channel impairments. Equalizers also add an additional power penalty and
there is a trade-o� between equalization complexity and power requirements.
Hence, it is useful to examine format performance from the perspective of the
required bit rate and available channel BW, the �gure of merit being the ratio
between bit rate and equalized channel BW.

Pulse shaping can help maximize the data rate for the available BW by
easing constraints set by BW limitations from components and �ber. However,
pulse shaping requires increased processing, especially with advanced multi-
level formats and is not often used for data center OIs. Raised-cosine is a
common type of pulse shaping that changes how the energy of the signal is
distributed to keep it from leaking outside the channel BW. Without the use
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of raised-cosine, the modulated signal has a step like waveform in time domain
and a sinc shape in frequency domain. With raised-cosine pulse shaping ap-
plied, the appearance of the waveforms is reversed, the time domain signal is
now sinc-shaped and the signal's frequency spectrum resembles a step func-
tion. The step function frequency response, is a closer match to the overall
channel response, which can be viewed as a �lter. With a close enough match,
little of the signal will be lost during transmission.

FEC can be used to detect and correct a limited number of errors in data
that has already been transmitted. This is done by sending redundant error-
correcting code along with the data of interest. If the signal is determined to
be error-free, the redundant bits are simply removed at the receiver. However,
if errors are found in the error-correcting code, corresponding adjustments are
made to the received data. A commonly used class of error-correcting code is
Reed-Solomon, which is has been used in many communication technologies
that have been studied and optimized over many years [78]. Total latency, over-
clocking, and implementation penalties need to be considered when choosing
an appropriate FEC. FEC used for data center applications can allow for laten-
cies that cannot be accepted for HPCs, where higher speed VCSELs together
with equalization under OOK modulation is the more likely solution.
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Chapter 6

Long-Reach VCSEL-Based Optical Interconnects

The need for extended reach OIs has led to developments that build upon the
standard 850 nm VCSEL-MMF technology. Short-reach OIs most commonly
employ MMVCSELs and high modal BWOM4MMF due to its cost and power
e�ciency [79]. With simple binary modulation and no use of DSP to increase
capacity, these links have a reach limited to about 100 m at 25-28 Gb/s [16, 80].
Reach is limited by �ber chromatic dispersion and attenuation at high bit rates.
At 850 nm, �ber chromatic dispersion is as high as -85 ps/(nm·km), and �ber
attenuation exceeds 2 dB/km [25].

If the optical modulation amplitude is large enough, higher order modula-
tion formats can be used to increase the transmission bit rates. With PAM-4,
50-56 Gb/s can be achieved over 100 m OM4 MMF [16, 80]. PAM-4 and
other advanced modulation formats can be used together with pre-emphasis,
equalization, and FEC. Heavy use of FEC and other forms of DSP is used
to mitigate impairments caused by the limited BW and non-linear response of
the VCSEL, the �ber modal and chromatic dispersion, and the limited receiver
BW. This leads to increased complexity, latency, and power consumption. In
addition to improved VCSEL design (with increased modulation BW, reduced
parasitics and improved thermal properties), extending reach would bene�t
from improved �ber performance to enable system implementations with sim-
ple modulation formats and a minimum of DSP.

The VCSEL-MMF link reach can be improved by using MMF exhibiting
modal-chromatic dispersion compensation properties or SM VCSELs with a
narrow spectral width [81]. SMF with SM VCSEL is an option for very long
reach but the transceiver cost is higher due to tight alignment tolerances [23].
The �ber performance in terms of chromatic dispersion and attenuation im-
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proves at longer wavelengths [25]. The ideal wavelength is 1310 nm where
chromatic dispersion is near zero and attenuation of MMF is only about 0.4
dB/km. However, the GaAs-based VCSEL technology, which is superior to the
InP-based in terms of speed, e�ciency, manufacturability, and cost-e�ciency,
can only be extended to about 1100 nm using conventional compound semi-
conductors without compromising reliability [82]. This has created an interest
in GaAs-based VCSELs at wavelengths just below 1100 nm where the �ber
chromatic dispersion is -30 ps/(nm·km) and attenuation is below 1 dB/km [25].
These are large improvements with respect to 850 nm. This justi�es the de-
velopment of GaAs-based 1060 nm SM and MM VCSELs for OIs employing
SMF or MMF. When MMF is used, the refractive index pro�le of the �ber
must be optimized to minimize the di�erential mode delay for high modal BW
at the operating wavelength.

6.1 850 nm Links

A summary of previously published work on VCSEL-based OIs for extended
reach is presented in Paper B, starting with 850 nm VCSEL-MMF links. At
850 nm, 56 Gb/s PAM-4 was enabled over 200 m with modal-chromatic dis-
persion compensated OM4 �ber using equalization and FEC [83]. SM VCSELs
with narrow spectral width have achieved 25 Gb/s OOK over 1300 m OM4
�ber without equalization or FEC [64], 54 Gb/s OOK over 2200 m OM4 �ber
with equalization and FEC [84], 49 Gb/s transmission over 2200 m OM4 �ber
using discrete multitone (DMT) modulation and FEC [85], and 135 Gb/s DMT
over 550 m OM4 �ber with equalization and FEC [86]. More limited reach
extension at high data rates has been demonstrated with MM VCSELs by
improving VCSEL parameters such as modulation BW, rise and fall times,
and intensity noise, and using techniques such as equalization and FEC, and
advanced modulation formats. This includes 60 Gb/s OOK over 107 m OM3
�ber using equalization (no FEC) [87], 64 Gb/s PAM-4 over 2000 m OM4 �ber
using equalization and FEC [88], and 100 (70) Gb/s duobinary PAM-4 over
300 (500) m OM4 �ber with equalization and FEC [89]. In addition, shortwave
wavelength division multiplexing with 4 channels (SWDM4) has demonstrated
212 Gb/s (4 x 53 Gb/s PAM-4) and 400 Gb/s (4 x 100 Gb/s PAM-4) over
300 and 105 m of wideband MMF, respectively, both using equalization and
FEC [90, 91], and 176 Gb/s (4 x 44 Gb/s OOK) over 100 m OM4 �ber using
equalization but no FEC [82]. Using OM5, 100 Gb/s PAM-4 over 400 m with
FEC has been demonstrated [92].
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6.2 Long Wavelength Links

For the purpose of extending the wavelength without compromising reliabil-
ity [21], GaAs-based VCSELs up to 1100 nm have been developed. Extending
the wavelength towards the upper limit of the GaAs-based material system,
where optical �ber properties are much improved with respect to 850 nm, could
bring the same advantages in terms of cost and power e�ciency to long-reach
OIs as the GaAs-based VCSEL technology has done to standard short-reach
OIs.

The �rst reports on near 1100 nm VCSELs came from NEC. Using strained
InGaAs/GaAs QWs with doped barriers for high di�erential gain and reduced
gain compression, and implantation to reduce capacitance, oxide-con�ned MM
VCSELs at 1090 nm with a modulation BW of 20 GHz and transmission
capacity of 25 Gb/s OOK were demonstrated in 2006 [93]. With strained
InGaAs/GaAsP QWs, the high temperature performance was improved and
25 Gb/s OOK data transmission at 100oC was demonstrated [21]. The oxide
aperture was also replaced by a buried-tunnel junction, which allows for current
injection through an intra-cavity n-GaAs layer for low resistance [94]. With a
BW of 24 GHz, this VCSEL enabled data transmission at 40 Gb/s OOK [95].

Work on 1060 nm VCSELs has been conducted at UC Santa Barbara. Us-
ing strained InGaAs/GaAs QWs with doped barriers and multiple oxide aper-
tures for low capacitance, bottom-emitting VCSELs with a BW of 18 GHz
and operation at 25 Gb/s OOK [96] were demonstrated. The data rate was
extended to 30 Gb/s using pre-emphasis and FEC [97]. However, most of
the work on 1060 nm VCSELs has been conducted by Furukawa [98]. Using
double intra-cavity contacts and a dielectric top DBR, low-resistance high-
e�ciency oxide-con�ned VCSELs with a modulation BW of 20 GHz were
demonstrated. This enabled transmission at 25 and 28 Gb/s OOK over 1000
and 500 m of 1060 nm optimized MMF, respectively [26, 99, 100]. With VC-
SELs from Furukawa, Georgia Tech demonstrated 50 Gb/s PAM-4 transmis-
sion over 310 m of wideband MMF using pre-emphasis and FEC [101]. Finally,
Hewlett Packard Enterprise have demonstrated 990-1065 nm oxide-con�ned,
bottom emitting, and lens-integrated VCSELs with strain-compensated In-
GaAs/GaAsP QWs and transmission at 25 Gb/s OOK over 75 m of OM3
�ber [102]. They also recently demonstrated 25 Gb/s OOK and 50 Gb/s
PAM-4 transmission over 2000 m of standard SMF using a SM version of the
1065 nm VCSEL and FEC [103].

At the somewhat shorter wavelength of 980 nm, where the improvements
of �ber chromatic dispersion and attenuation are not as large, very small aper-
ture oxide-con�ned VCSELs with a modulation BW exceeding 30 GHz were
demonstrated recently [104]. With a larger aperture size, data transmission at
50 Gb/s up to 75oC was achieved [105].
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6. LONG-REACH VCSEL-BASED OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS

Figure 6.1: OI development towards higher bit rates and extended reach.

Long wavelength InP-based single-mode VCSELs for longer reach single-
mode �ber interconnects have reached data rates of 40 Gb/s at 1525 nm [106]
and 30 Gb/s at 1270 nm [107] under OOK modulation without equalization.
With transmitter and receiver equalization, 56 Gb/s transmission at 1530 nm
was recently demonstrated [108].

6.2.1 Contribution to State-of-the-Art

In Papers A to C, we present the design and performance of our 1060 nm
oxide-con�ned VCSELs with strain-compensated InGaAs/GaAsP QWs, using
PAM-2 and no DSP. At the time of publication, Paper A reported record
modulation speed SM VCSELs at 50 Gb/s, measured at room temperature,
and 40 Gb/s at 85oC. With increased maturity, GaAs VCSELs of extended
wavelength have potential to achieve even higher intrinsic speeds. In compar-
ison, our much developed 850 nm VCSEL design has pushed the modulation
BW to 30 GHz [109] and enabled data transmission at 57 Gbit/s under OOK
modulation without equalization [110].

In Paper B, preliminary data transmission experiments show 25 Gb/s over
1 km 1060 nm optimized MMF using a SM VCSEL, but further improvements
can be expected by optimizing launch conditions. The narrow spectral width
of the SM VCSEL reduces the e�ects of chromatic dispersion, and in Paper C,
we reported a SM OI of error-free 40 Gb/s performance over 1 and 2 km (80
Gb/s·km) of SMF with a cuto� wavelength shorter than that of the standard
SMF, without equalization, FEC, or other forms of DSP. The signi�cance of
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these results is highlighted in Fig. 6.1, where they are put into context with
results from both 850 nm and extended wavelength development for longer
reach, and the simplicity of these 1060 nm links stands out. In Paper C, the
VCSEL technology employs weak transverse con�nement of the optical �elds
and strong transverse con�nement of the current to promote SM operation.
The e�ects this has on VCSEL noise performance is investigated in Paper D.

Transmitter pre-emphasis applied to the SM OI presented in Paper C,
increased the error-free PAM-2 bit rate to 50 Gb/s over 1 km in Paper E.
The results suggest that the GaAs-based VCSEL technology could potentially
bring the same advantages in terms of cost and power e�ciency to long-reach
SM OIs as it has done to short-reach MM OIs at 850 nm.

In line with MM OI standards, Paper F demonstrates PAM-4 transmission
over 100 m OM5, error-free at 100 Gb/s using only transmitter equalization,
and up to 110 Gb/s with transmitter equalization and pulse shaping. This
shows the feasibility of WDM links utilizing the spectral range from 850 nm
all the way up to 1060 nm.

6.3 Future Outlook

The goal of improving the BW-distance product of OIs, must be done with
solutions of low cost and low energy consumption and small transceiver foot-
print. Researchers are also investigating the possibilities of co-packaged highly
integrated transceivers, mounted close to heat generating electrical circuits in
servers and switches. Performance and reliability at high temperatures are
then of utmost importance. Every bit of improvement to the VCSEL per-
formance in terms of BW and noise is also of signi�cant value to overall OI
performance.

Optical �bers are being developed with wide BW for longer wavelengths,
although they are not yet targeting use at wavelengths above 1 um. The
bene�ts of GaAs VCSELs at these longer wavelengths and of the aggregated
capacity of WDM links, might serve as motivation to introduce �ber standards
for extended wavelengths. The introduction of a standardized UF would also
increase �exibility of data center OI networks.

SM VCSEL designs that still allow for relatively large mode volumes could
allow for long-distance transmission without being limited by the power bud-
get. A large size and low resistance VCSEL with high suppression of higher
order modes can be obtained by mode �ltering [111], and to some extent by
epi-design. A low resistance high-power SM VCSEL has potential to perform
well in PAM-4 transmission over both MMF and SMF, and transmitter pre-
emphasis or equalization could be used to further increase capacity.
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Chapter 7

Summary of Papers

Paper A

�1060 nm single-mode vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser operat-
ing at 50 Gbit/s data rate,� Electronics Letters, vol. 53, no. 13, pp. 869-871,
June 2017.

In this paper we demonstrated a 1060 nm VCSEL capable of 50 Gb/s transmis-
sion, and 40 Gb/s at high temperature, under direct current modulation using
the PAM-2 (non-return-to-zero (NRZ)-OOK) modulation format. These �rst
results showed record speed for near 1.1 µm GaAs VCSELs and the VCSEL
energy dissipation was as low as 100 fJ/b at high bit rates.

My contribution: I fabricated the VCSELs. The new designs required ini-
tial e�ort to validate the epitaxial growth and adapt the fabrication process. I
performed material tests, determined oxidation rates, etch rates, made simu-
lations, designed new photolithography masks and adjusted all process steps.
I performed all measurements, analyzed the results and wrote the paper.
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7. SUMMARY OF PAPERS

Paper B

�1060 nm VCSELs for long-reach optical interconnects,� Optical Fiber
Technol., vol. 44, pp. 36-42, August 2018. (Invited)

In this invited paper, we present the results from an experimental study of
1060 nm SM and MM VCSELs fabricated from two di�erent epitaxial de-
signs. Both designs use oxide apertures for transverse current and optical
con�nement, but di�er primarily in terms of the positioning of the oxide aper-
tures with respect to the active (gain) region and therefore in terms of current
spreading under the apertures. The SM VCSEL is used to transmit data at
25 Gb/s PAM-2 over 1 km 1060 nm optimized MMF without equalization or
FEC. This paper also includes an extensive summary of previous development
and state-of-the-art regarding extended-reach OIs and near 1.1 µm VCSELs.

My contribution: I fabricated the VCSELs, performed all measurements
and processed the data. Thanks to my hard work in the measurement lab
we managed to obtain error-free transmission over 1 km at 25 Gb/s. This
required investigations to determine the optimum modulation conditions for
di�erent VCSEL designs and compare their performance. I also designed plots
and �gures and co-authored the paper.

Paper C

�1060 nm single-mode VCSEL and single-mode �ber links for long-
reach optical interconnects,� IEEE J. Lightwave Technol., vol. 37, no. 13,
pp. 2963-2969, July 2019.

In this paper, we demonstrate error-free 40 Gb/s PAM-2 transmission over
2 km prototype 1060 nm SMF using a 1060 nm SM VCSEL. The VCSEL
intensity noise and frequency chirp are investigated due to their limiting e�ect
on reach. It is also shown that the negative chromatic �ber dispersion at
1060 nm leads to chirp-induced pulse compression over the �rst about 1.5 km,
which helps to extend reach.

My contribution: I fabricated the VCSELs, performed all static and dy-
namic characterization including large-signal experiments with the SMF, pro-
cessed all data, analyzed and discussed the results and wrote the paper. The
work on RIN and especially VCSEL frequency chirp required extensive e�orts
in order to obtain the measured results, such as building several new setups
including a piezo-controlled stage for �ber alignment.
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Paper D

�Noise properties of single-mode VCSELs: Dependence on current
con�nement and optical loss,� submitted to IEEE J. Quantum Electron.,
January 2020. (Manuscript)

In this paper we present the results from an experimental study of the inten-
sity and phase noise of SM VCSELs. The RIN and the linewidth are measured
for VCSELs that di�er in terms of transverse current con�nement and opti-
cal loss. It is shown that the optical resonator loss has a signi�cant e�ect on
both intensity and phase noise while noise is not a�ected by transverse cur-
rent spreading. The data analysis is supported by optical gain and resonator
calculations to predict the linewidth and estimate the linewidth enhancement
factor.

My contribution: I fabricated the VCSELs, performed all measurements,
processed the data, and wrote the paper. In a project I proposed, initial tests
were performed by an exchange student under my supervision. The study
included close collaboration with Politecnico di Torino.

Paper E

�Pre-emphasis enabled 50 Gbit/s transmission over 1000 m SMF
using a 1060 nm single-mode VCSEL,� Electronics Letters, vol. 54, no. 20,
pp. 1186-1187, October 2018.

In this paper, we demonstrate an increase of the capacity of the 1060 nm
SM VCSEL and SMF link to 50 Gb/s over 1 km using two-tap feed-forward
equalization (FFE). This is achieved without FEC or any other form of DSP.

My contribution: I fabricated the VCSELs, performed the static and small-
signal characterization, advised on and helped build the transmission exper-
iment setup, performed device and �ber selection, optimized VCSEL drive
conditions, contributed to the analysis and in writing the paper.
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7. SUMMARY OF PAPERS

Paper F

�Error-free 100Gbps PAM-4 transmission over 100m OM5 MMF
using 1060nm VCSELs,� Optical Fiber Communications Conference and
Exhibition (OFC), San Diego, CA, USA, paper M1F.3, March 2019.

In this paper, we demonstrate error-free PAM-2 transmission up to 60 Gb/s
and error-free PAM-4 transmission up to 110 Gb/s over 100 m wideband MMF
using a 1060 nm MM VCSEL and transmitter equalization and pulse shaping.
The results show that the GaAs-based VCSEL technology can be used for
wavelength multiplexed OIs with wavelengths from 850 to 1060 nm to enable
cost and energy e�cient Tb/s interconnect capacity.

My contribution: I fabricated the VCSELs, performed initial static and
dynamic characterization of the devices, de�ned tests to perform, and partici-
pated in the transmission experiments at Georgia Tech. Together we used my
expertise on the VCSEL behavior and Lavrencik's knowledge and experience
with link optimization. I also contributed in writing the paper.
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